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In an instant, all the grievances of the past ten years came out, and I was filled 

with emotion… 

She always thought that all her efforts were useless, no matter how hard she 

tried, no one would see her, but she never thought that there would be 

someone who paid attention to her. 

Bai Lu’s tone was a little excited, and she said in a trembling voice, “Thank 

you…Selena, thank you so much! However, winning an award…I can’t even 

think about it! As long as I can stay in the company and earn a living, I won’t 

be so lucky. Just starve to death…” 

Bai Lu said with a wry smile, “Actually, I also thought about changing careers, 

but it’s a pity that I finally found out that ten years is too long, and acting has 

become an inseparable part of my body. Apart from acting, I don’t know 

anything anymore…” 

Selena could understand Bai Lu’s feelings, and immediately said, “Sister Bai Lu! 

I have a hunch! You will be popular! My hunch is very good!” 

Bai Lu couldn’t help being amused by her, even though she knew she was 

comforting herself, her heart was still warm, “Thank you for your good words!” 

“Ah! It’s all over! I’m running out of time! Next time we have time to talk! See 

you, Sister Bailu!” Selena looked at the time and found that she was half an 

hour late, so she hurriedly bid farewell to Bailu and ran upstairs. 

“goodbye…” 



… 

Panting, Selena rushed to Lin Zhizhi’s office. 

Louis waited until his face stinks. When he saw her, he immediately threw the 

game console in his hand, “Selena! Did you do it on purpose? Every time you 

keep me waiting for so long! You know bro, a minute How much is it? Do you 

know how busy you are and how precious your time is?” 

When Selena heard this, she had a more reasonable expression than him, “Jin 

Mao, do you still have a bit of gentlemanly demeanor! I’m a girl, why wait for 

me for a while?” 

Louis almost vomited blood, “Huh? A girl? What the hell are you thinking now 

that you’re a girl!” 

Why didn’t you think she was a girl when you beat him up? 

“Whenever I want, it will be!” Selena snorted, and jumped straight to Lin 

Zhizhi, “Sister Zhizhi, I’m sorry, I’m sorry! Something was delayed, so I’m late 

for a while! I’m sorry for making you wait for me !” 

Louis: Well, this is a different treatment, he is already numb! 

Ling Zhizhi was already used to Selena and Louis’s way of getting along with 

each other when they met, so she calmly raised her head from the computer 

screen, and then glanced at her, “Are you having a conflict with Su Yimo?” 

It’s over! Sister Zhizhi found out! 

Selena’s eyebrows twitched, her eyes rolled, and she immediately praised Ling 

Zhizhi, “Sister Zhizhi! You know all about it! It’s just what happened just a 

second ago! You’re like Zhuge Kongming! You can know the world’s major 

events and plan thousands of miles away!” 



Louis: “…” 

Ling Zhizhi was silent for a few seconds, looked at her helplessly, and then 

said, “It has already spread in the company group.” 

“Uh…” Selena was dumbfounded. The a55 was patted on the horse’s leg! 

“Ahem, it turned out that it was spread in the company group, hehehe… 

Everyone is too gossip!” 

“What? Stop fighting with Su Yimo? What happened?” Louis was dissatisfied 

with being ignored, so he went directly to Ling Zhizhi’s desk and snatched the 

mouse from her hand. 

Because of Louis’s sudden approach, an imperceptible strangeness flashed 

across Ling Zhizhi’s usually calm face, but she soon recovered. 

When Selena saw Louis went to look at it, she followed suit, not noticing this 

subtle change in Ling Zhizhi. 
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Louis dragged the chat records in the group, looking at them in amazement, 

his eyes sparkling, and finally, he slapped Selena on the shoulder, “Selena! You 

can do it! Well done! It’s so fcuking relieved! I I’m very relieved, it seems that 

you listened to what I said last time! Not bad, good, good, keep this rhythm!” 

Selena rolled his eyes at him, and looked at Ling Zhizhi with some trepidation, 

“Sister Zhizhi, do you think my handling of this is too high-profile?” 

Ling Zhizhi pondered for a moment, “At that time, your handling was already 

perfect. However, it was indeed a bit too sharp…” 

It can’t be blamed for Lin Zhizhi’s worry, after all, everyone in the company 

knows that Su Yimo’s backer is the one from the Lu Group. 



Even if Selena and Saul had a good relationship, it would be very dangerous. 

What she was most afraid of was that Selena’s wings would be broken before 

they were full. 

Since getting along during this period, she really values this girl and wants to 

take her well… 

Louis looked down at Lin Zhizhi, and immediately saw what she was worried 

about. He curled his lips and said indifferently, “What are you worrying about! 

Selena’s backstage is tough, Bisu…” 

Before she finished speaking, Selena grabbed an apple from the side and 

blocked her mouth, “Eat your apple, don’t interrupt when women are talking, 

just stay away!” 

Louis took the apple away: “Selena! Do you want to fight!” 

Selena twisted her wrist, “I don’t want to, but I think you seem to want it very 

much. If that’s the case, let me satisfy you!” 

Louis broke his mouth: “I’m going to eat apples!” 

Selena nodded in satisfaction, then turned to Lin Zhizhi who was laughing, 

“Sister Zhizhi, when you brought this guy up, wasn’t he such a jerk, he was 

especially good at torturing people?” 

Lin Zhizhi closed her eyes, as if recalling, she replied tactfully, “A little bit.” 

Selena snorted, “That’s a lot! Don’t worry, I’ll vent my anger on you and help 

you abuse them all back!” 

Louis gritted his teeth after hearing this, but he didn’t dare to speak, so he 

could only bite the apple angrily! 



Sure enough, if you come out to play around, you will have to pay it back 

sooner or later… 

“Oh that’s right! Sister Zhizhi! I almost forgot! I want to tell you something 

very important!” Selena suddenly said excitedly. 

“What’s the matter?” Ling Zhizhi asked. 

“Sister Zhizhi, take the show for me! Take the show for me! I want to work!” 

Selena asked excitedly. 

Ling Zhizhi showed suspicion, “So soon? Your last play was very intense, and I 

reserved a month’s vacation for you.” 

Selena waved her hands indifferently, “No, no, no! I’ve had enough rest! I want 

to film! I want to make money! Make a lot of small money! Then drive a luxury 

car, live in a luxury house, open a big company to do charity, and reach the 

pinnacle of life! “ 

The corners of Louis’s mouth twitched, “Hehe, reach the pinnacle of life and 

then marry Bai Fumei? Selena, are you bloody?” 

Suddenly so excited, I always feel that there is something weird… 

Lin Zhizhi smiled lightly. In fact, she really likes girls who are always energetic. 

However, she persuaded rationally, “Spirit is commendable, but you can’t! The 

post-production of “The World” will be completed in a month. We are about 

to start flying from city to city to promote the movie, and we will be very tired 

by then, so we must recharge our batteries now!” 

“Oh…” Selena immediately lowered her head in disappointment. 
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Ling Zhizhi continued, “However, you don’t have to worry that you will be idle 

this month. After all, your time is very precious now. Apart from the filming of 

the game endorsement this month, I am helping you screen the scripts. You 

have read almost all of them now.” . 

When today’s endorsement filming is over, I’ll give you the script. During this 

time, you can take a good look at it at home, see which one you like, and 

choose one. I will continue to help you pay attention to announcements such 

as reality shows! “ 

As soon as she heard that there was a script to read, Selena immediately 

regained her spirits, “Understood! Thank you, Sister Zhizhi! Sister Zhizhi, you 

are so kind to me!” 

Louis rubbed his goosebumps, “Have you finished the flattery? Can we go 

now?” 

“Go! Go! Go! Let’s go! Go make some money!” 

… 

A moment later, the game company studio. 

“Yes, yes, yes… Come closer! Come closer! Miss Ning, you have to be more 

gentle, and put on the appearance of a little bird! No, no, no, it’s not this 

expression… Be more shy…” 

“Actor Jiang, your expression is too stiff! Be gentle! Yes! Be affectionate, be 

more affectionate, be more gentle…” 

Listening to the photographer’s chattering request, Selena, who was wearing a 

gorgeous ancient costume and was trying to curl up in Louis’s arms, had a 

face full of pain, “Dmn it! It’s too much for such a small amount of money!” 



The corners of Louis’s mouth twitched in a handsome swordsman costume, 

“Why do you think I think, why don’t you beat me up!” 

After hurting each other and tossing for a whole day, the shooting of the 

game’s promotional photos is finally over. 

However, this is not over yet, there will be a promotional video, and a few 

nights of game live broadcasts… 

Hey, sure enough, money is not so easy to earn! 

“What the hell, Selena, filming a commercial with you is more tiring than 

filming a fight scene with me! Go back to sleep! Bye…” Louis climbed into the 

nanny car like a dead dog. 

Selena was also struggling a lot, but when she thought about the script, she 

regained her energy, “Sister Zhizhi, the script!!!” 

Ling Zhizhi took out a stack of scripts from her bag and handed them to her, 

then she showed a bit of a headache, “I’ll show you first because you’re too 

free, in fact, these scripts should be applied to the higher-ups first, it’s just 

because the second young master is on vacation suddenly It’s gone, and it 

seems to be on some small island, and I can’t even contact anyone!” 

Selena was a little surprised when she heard the words, “Well, do I have to go 

through Saul’s review of all the scripts I shoot?” 

Ling Zhizhi nodded, “Second Young Master said so. He said at the time that he 

seemed to have to show someone in charge of the Lu Corporation. In short, it 

is a good thing that he attaches great importance to you!” 

Selena rubbed her chin, the person in charge of the Lu Corporation? 

Could it be Lord Boss? 



The more I think about it, the more likely it is… 

After all, Daniel was the one who really scooped her up, probably because he 

wanted to check the subject matter of her filming. 

“How long will the Second Young Master be on vacation?” Selena asked 

casually. 

Ling Zhizhi sighed, “Three months.” 

“What the hell!!!” Selena exclaimed, “It’s been three months! The day lilies are 

cold! Is there such an irresponsible boss like him? Then if he doesn’t come 

back for a day, I can’t film? “ 

Ling Zhizhi nodded helplessly and said, “In terms of the process, it’s like this. 

That’s why I’m also having a headache. I’ve tried all the methods so far, but I 

can’t get in touch with anyone!” 

Shocking news! 

How can that work! 

She wants to film! 

She wants to make money! 

Selena was so anxious that she suddenly thought of something. She was taken 

aback, and said hesitantly, “Well, Miss Zhizhi… Since Saul can’t be contacted, 

why don’t you just contact the person above Saul?” 
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“The one above Saul?” Lin Zhizhi immediately shook her head when she heard 

the words, “This is a leapfrogging. If you do this, I’m afraid the Second Young 



Master will be unhappy. Besides, the Lu Group is not someone of our level. I 

can get in touch.” 

Selena laughed and said, “Sister Zhizhi, leapfrogging is indeed a taboo in the 

workplace. If it was someone else, I wouldn’t dare to mention it, but if it’s 

Second Young Master, do you think he would care about such things with his 

temper?” 

Ling Zhizhi hesitated when she heard the words, “This…” 

Selena also understood that Lin Zhizhi was more cautious in her actions, which 

was actually quite good, and it just complemented her, so she thought for a 

while and said, “Sister Zhizhi, if you care about the second young master, then 

I can assure you, it will be fine! 

As for how to get in touch with the people on the group side, I happen to 

know one… one of his assistants on the side of the second young master. I will 

ask him to send a private message to explain the situation for me. There 

shouldn’t be any problems. Yes, besides, this is indeed a special situation for 

us! “ 

If she had to wait for three months, she was afraid that she would be able to 

swim to Saul’s small island with a kitchen knife and hack him to death! 

Ling Zhizhi thought about it for a while, and she was sure there was nothing 

wrong, so she nodded and said, “Yes, then you can try it!” 

“Okay………” Selena responded cheerfully, putting on a mask and sunglasses, 

“Then I’ll go back and read the script! Hurry up and finalize the movie first!” 

“Okay, let’s go, be careful on the road.” Ling Zhizhi murmured, “It’s really 

inconvenient for you not to have a car, just bear with it for a few days, and 

when “The World” is released, I can help you apply for a car with the company 

Already!” 



“Thank you Sister Zhizhi… I love you…” 

… 

After returning home, Selena sat cross-legged on the bed and glanced at the 

scripts. 

All the books Ling Zhizhi picked for her were very good, and the most 

important thing was that they were all suitable for her. 

Different from Leng Manyun who followed the high-cold literary style, Lin 

Zhizhi’s plan for her future was to take a win-win route for both business and 

word-of-mouth, so the books she chose were of guaranteed quality and were 

relatively easy to sell well. 

Selena flipped through those scripts, and before she knew it, it was late at 

night… 

There are basically all kinds of movies, romance movies, comedies, fantasy 

movies, thrillers, and costume dramas like Tianxia. The books are also very 

good, but for some reason, Selena is always a little bit lacking in interest. 

There is no film like “The World” that makes her very passionate and wants to 

act as soon as she sees it. 

Selena flipped through several notebooks several times, and finally her eyes 

fell on a notebook she had thrown at the end of the bed. 

The name of the script was “I Only Like You”, and it looked like a meaningless 

youth idol drama, so Selena threw it aside in disinterest. 

Um, but, judging from the few books she just read, each book has its own 

special and innovative features, and has something that catches people’s eyes. 

So, is there anything special about this book? 



Selena thought about it, and picked up the script again… 

As a result, as soon as I saw the outline of the content, my whole face lit up! 

I rely on! 

This book is exciting! 

She actually disliked it and threw it away just now! 

Simply! 

This script is indeed the kind of idol drama that talks about love and is easy to 

become popular, and it is also the most popular but also the most criticized 

theme of domineering presidents. 

The difference is that this time the domineering president is not a male 

protagonist, but a female protagonist disguised as a man! 
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To put it simply, the heroine’s family is very, very rich, the richest family in the 

area. Her grandfather gave birth to two sons, but these two sons don’t know 

what’s going on. The offspring are very difficult, but they just can’t bear them. 

Having a baby, let alone a son to inherit the family business… 

Finally, finally, the heroine’s mother is pregnant, and it turns out to be a son! 

The whole family is overjoyed! 

You can basically guess what happened later, after she was conceived in 

October, she was born a girl! 

It was a bolt from the blue. 



The heroine’s mother couldn’t bear the self-blame and pressure, and the 

heroine’s father wanted to inherit the rights, so the two decided to let their 

daughter disguise themselves as a man. 

This dress is more than twenty years! 

How the heroine has not been discovered for so many years, don’t worry 

about it, don’t care about the logic of the idol script. 

In short, this topic has completely aroused Selena’s interest. 

Not only is the woman disguised as a man, but the heroine in the play is also 

very emotional. She is good at teasing girls and men, cynical, and likes to 

stimulate… 

After a closer look, it was tailor-made for her! 

The setting of the male protagonist is also good, he is the assistant butler of 

the female protagonist, the type of loyal dog attack, who was sent by the 

heroine’s grandfather to control her, the female protagonist hated him very 

much at first, and made various tricks to make things difficult for him, the two 

When people get along, sparks are gradually wiped out… 

“I only like you”! That’s it! 

After the decision was made, Selena was so excited that she couldn’t sleep, 

and went to the company early the next morning to discuss it with Ling Zhizhi. 

“Sister Zhizhi! I have chosen!” 

Ling Zhizhi looked at the girl unexpectedly, “So fast? Which one did you like?” 

“This, this!” Selena handed the selected notebook to Ling Zhizhi like a baby. 



Ling Zhizhi picked up the notebook, glanced at it, “I only like you…you are a 

very hot ip, adapted from a popular novel…” 

“That’s right! That’s it!” 

Lin Zhizhi tilted her head, thought for a while, and then analyzed, “Are you 

sure you want to choose this one? The investment in this book is not big, only 

ten million. Of course, for modern dramas, this investment is not too small. 

When I first chose it, it was because of your stage and your appearance that 

you are very suitable for acting in idol dramas, but I dare not choose for you in 

ordinary idol dramas, because it is easy to be labeled as a vase, which will 

consume you in vain “The World” has accumulated a good reputation, but this 

one is different, the heroine of this show puts her acting skills to the test!” 

Selena nodded again and again, “Sister Zhizhi, you are right!” 

Ling Zhizhi looked up at her carefully, “To be honest, I’m a little surprised that 

you would choose this… With your appearance, you’re sure you’re good at 

dressing up as a man? If you don’t handle one well and act like a girl, It will 

appear that the plot is fake, and the audience will complain. If you are not 

careful, it will become a drama. It is not without such examples before.” 

“I’m sure, I’m confident! Otherwise, I’ll go home and change into men’s 

clothing for you to see?” Selena said as she prepared to run home. 

Ling Zhizhi smiled lightly, “No need, as long as you have confidence, I believe 

in you.” 

In fact, in the drama “The World”, judging from the short plot of Selena as the 

female general, she is still very heroic in her performance, and she does not 

belong to a man in her aura. It’s huge, but it’s not impossible… 

Selena was moved to tears when she heard the words, “Sister Zhizhi, I love you 

so much! Then shall I contact the people from the group?” 



“Well, let’s go.” 

… 

 


